GENERAL NOTES

1. All end posts shall have one brace. All corner and intermediate
braces or full posts shall have two braces.

2. Intermediate or line posts shall be standard studed tee posts.

3. End posts, corner posts and full posts shall be an angle post detailed
in Plate 3. Braces shall be an angle post detailed in Plate 4.

4. Where ground condition permits, forms for footing will not be required.

5. Concrete shall be Class A.

TYPICAL FENCE POST ASSEMBLY (SEE DETAIL PLATE 4)

SECTION VIEW ON R.O.W. LINE

APPROVED METHOD OFFASTENING WOVEN WIRE
FENCE TO ANGLE POST

TYPICAL FENCE POST ASSEMBLY

TYPICAL LINE FENCE PANEL

ALL FABRIC ON
R.O.W. LINE

TYPICAL LINE POST

LOCATION

12'-6" MAX. TO LINE FIRST
PEEK PLATE MIN.

GROUND LINE

PLAN

ELEVATION

POST ASSEMBLIES FOR WOVEN WIRE FENCE (ITEM 607.1)

WOVEN WIRE FENCE (ITEM 607.1)

ALL END POSTS SHALL HAVE ONE BRACE, ALL CORNER AND INTERMEDIATE
BRACES OR FULL POSTS SHALL HAVE TWO BRACES.

INTERMEDIATE OR LINE POSTS SHALL BE STANDARD STUDED TEE POSTS.

END POSTS, CORNER POSTS AND FULL POSTS SHALL BE AN ANGLE POST DETAILED
IN PLATE 3. BRACES SHALL BE AN ANGLE POST DETAILED IN PLATE 4.

WHERE GROUND CONDITION PERMITS, FORMS FOR FOOTING WILL NOT BE REQUIRED.

CONCRETE SHALL BE CLASS A.